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Annual Giving 2019-2020
Each contribution to our 2019-20 Annual Giving campaign was crucial 
in helping us bridge the gap between tuition and the actual cost of an 
FISW education. As part of the annual budget, Annual Giving directly 
supports sending our teachers to professional development, expands 
learning opportunities beyond the classroom (field trips, experiential 
learning, physical education), and promotes a diverse community by 
funding financial aid. In short, annual gifts directly benefit every child 
and promote learning beyond borders. Thank you to all of our 2019-20 
Annual Giving donors.

Coronavirus Fund
One of the defining characteristics 
of our school is its strong 
sense of community, and the 
unprecedented COVID-19 situation 
is a shining example. We were so 
heartened to see FISW families, 
teachers, staff, and friends rally 
together with incredible kindness 
and generosity of spirit to support 
each other during these difficult 
times. To those families who were 
inspired to make an additional 
contribution in Spring 2020, thank 
you for your thoughtful generosity.

Your kind contribution directly 
helped FISW families in financial 
need as we continue to deliver an 
excellent bilingual education to 
our remote and in-person learners.
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2019-2020 Donors

EXPANDERS
Manuela & Sylvester-Lee Ajayi
Rachele & Blaise Bouchand and Maison de 

France
Isabelle Plouffe & Michael Broadhurst
Elizabeth & Suha Can
Elizabeth Sholander & Fabián 

Esparza-Villalba 
Valerie Sornette & Glenn Gregory
Barbara & Jon Greiner
Christine & Jeff Hancock
Clay Blankenship & Rob Harrahill
Traci & Steve Jensen
Richelle & Mpitulo Kala-Lufulwabo
Lauren & Jarett Kaplus
Victoria & Howard Kroehl
Janelle Shin & Abbas Kurawarwala
Nicole Francois & Laurent Lanoiselet
Juliette Pelletier Lebreton & Sebastien 

Lebreton
Deborah & Thomas Marquardt
Theresa & Scott Mosier
Kimberly & Jed Santiago

SUSTAINERS
Stella Principi & Daniel Alba

Sara & Eric Bader
Lily & Bill Cornell
Wendy & Ryan Hartman
Elena Carrillo Valdes & Raul Herrera 

Rodriguez
Olga Karimova & Paul Karimov
Arturo & Thomas Lin
Radha Joshi & Joseph Martinez
Kate & Garrett Matsudaira
Hridya & Arjun Nair
Hallie & Zach Pritchett
Nadia Kiyani & Mansoor Qureshi
Evgeniya Rodionova & Evgeny Rodionov
Maria Pantelopoulou & Christos Teriakidis
Heather & Nicolas Trescases
Melissa Davis & Christopher Varas
Fiona & Court Watson
Kim & Brad Weitz
Jennifer O’Meara & Jonathan Wolff

SUPPORTERS
Hannah Agate
Hiam Akouri & Maher Alhalabi
Kristen & James Amspacher
Jennifer Brewington & Lee Andrews
Anonymous FISW Parent
Marius Antalute

Mylène Ardid
Rebecca Gordon & Diego Arrioja
Darci Aspinall
Andrea & Philip Assouad
Rohila Sabkat & Matthew Behrens
McGinnes Ladd & Jeffrey Bell
Somayeh Masaeli & Mehrdad Biglari
Carrie & Daniel Bohm
Jennefer & Jason Boyer
Jessica & William Burgamy
Sophia Liu & Francois Callewaert
Christine Chauvet-Pizzute & Cedric 

Chauvet
Danuta & David Clawson
Patrice Collet
Oriane Courage
Amy & Zach Crum
My-Lien Dao Bellec & Gwenael Bellec
Sarah Delandre
Emilie & Mark Drechsler
Eunice Badiable & Quyen Duong
Samuelle Eeckhoutte
Christelle Quan-Elnekave & Yigal Elnekave
Rosa Gabriele & Francesco Faggioli
Carole Lecerf & Benoit Fouillet
Lindsay & Marc Frickle
Julie Johnson & Curt Fuhlman
Frederic Funfschilling
Yusof Ganji
Erin & Scott Gehrke
Pamela Gile
Janie & Keith Golde
Bridgette Greenhaw
Gayna Williams & Jonathan Grudin
Chen-Mi Lin & Daniel Harstad
Vicky & Dustin Hayward
Megan Heck
Julie Helaine
Beatriz Palacio & Humberto Hernandez
Jean Schlinger & Dan Hines
Shelly & Paul Irvine
Majda Sghir & Omar Jaber
Afarin Jahangiri & Hamid Jahani
Tanya & Vinit Jain
Shinta & Christian Jewell
Rashmi & Sanil Juneja
Christel Kabongo
Charlotte Karam
Ian Kelly
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Natalie Kemsley
Sujung & Louis Kim
Jennifer Martin & Jeff Kraeger
Alexandra & Blair Krause
Sonja & Laszlo Kreiner
Nathalie Vezina & Dan Kyes
Cheryl Sasso-Labbé & Matthieu Labbé
Pauline & Matthieu Lamy
Elisabeth Le Meur-Dahmoune
Akiko & Olivier Leeman
Emma & Angus Leeming
Erick & Angelica Lerma
Nichole Cheline & Sergio Luengo
Anastasiia & Bogdan Lytvynovskyi
Haishan Zhong & Michael Magnin
Neil Pollner & Tori Marlan
Sandra Medlege
Marco Micalizzi

Ophélie & Bryan Minnigerode
Emily & Keir Moreano
Shaimaa Bakr & Sherif Mostafa
Julia Tchernyak & Dimitri Mostinski
Laura & Rajen Nathwani
Shima Mohajeri & Hamid Nouri
Chloé Oliot
Yuliya Ovsepyan
Veronica Pascal
Alan & Anny Patrick
Nicolas Payette
Nathan & Haley Plesnicher
Jennifer & Philippe Poutonnet
Brittany & Charles Pulliam
Angelina Rael
Sarah & Heiko Rahmel
Marialuisa Richeri & Edouard Robine
Kristen & Loïc Roger

Caroline Bloch-Romeyer
Shauna Forster & Andrew Royes
Angela & Nathan Sanchez
Aïcha Sayoud
Mandana & Ilvash Shirvani
Besma Slimani
Aurore Soliman
Camille Staelen
Yuko Takahama
Mathilde Vilfroy & Yann Tondriaux-Gautier
Justine & Jade-Alain Traboulsi
Sabet & Dan Vallejo
Axelle & Quentin Vincent
Erin Brust & Matthew Weger
Martine & Hugh Wiegel
Wendy & Dave Wilson
Margaret Mioduszewski & Arthur 

Zwiegincew

2019-2020 Donors

Adobe Systems Matching Gifts 
Anderson Tax
Boeing Gift Match Program
Boston Scientific Matching Business
Costco Corporate Matching
GE Corporate Matching
Google Inc.
Hulu
Microsoft Matching Gift Program 
Nordstrom
Thermo Fisher Scientific
T-Mobile Matching Gift Program

Matching Gifts
Many generous companies in 
our area match an employee’s 
philanthropic donations or provide 
a monetary match for volunteer 
hours. Thank you to the following 
companies for their support of our 
school in the 2019-20 school year 
through matching gifts.
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Fund-A-Need 2019
Optimal Spaces for Learning Phase 2

We are excited to share the results of our Fund-A-Need project: Optimal 
Spaces for Learning Phase 2. Thanks to your collective generosity, we 
were able to redesign 6 classrooms (2 per cycle) with furniture optimized 
to each age group and FISW’s interactive style of teaching and learning.

Cycle 3 classrooms feature standing desks with stools, folding tables, 
and colorful ergonomic chairs. Furniture can be easily grouped and 
re-grouped to facilitate active, collaborative learning and to adapt to 
students’ different learning styles.

Cycles 1 and 2 incorporate natural wood furniture, comfortable chairs 
tailored to our younger students’ size, and classroom tables perfect for 
facilitating participation, interaction, and hands-on learning.

Thank you to Blaise Bouchand and Maison de France for the wonderful 
contribution of beautiful, organic paint for our Fund-a-Need.

We are so appreciative of the 
generosity of all of our 2019 
Fund-A-Need donors. Though 
our classrooms currently look 
differently than we imagined due 
to our COVID-19 Health and Safety 
Plan, we eagerly anticipate the 
wonderful teaching and learning 
opportunities that will take place in 
our newly designed optimal spaces 
for learning for years to come. We 
look forward to partnering with 
you at our 2021 Gala to complete 
Phase 3 of this project, remodeling 
all of the remaining classrooms and 
the Véronique Dussud Library.
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Fund-A-Need Donors
Darla & Greg Abbas
Manuela & Sylvester-Lee Ajayi*
Daniel Alba & Stella Principi
Julie Anderson
Jennifer Brewington & Lee Andrews
Scott Antonich
Carolyn Antonich
Rebecca Gordon & Diego Arrioja
Darci & Keith Aspinall
Andrea & Philip Assouad
Brian Ball*
Florence & Michael Bangue-Tandet
Rachele & Blaise Bouchand*
Jennefer & Jason Boyer
Isabelle Plouffe & Michael Broadhurst
Jessica & William Burgamy
Cédric & and Christine Chauvet
Donna & David Clawson
Amy & Zach Crum*
My-Lien Dao Bellec & Gwenael Bellec
Melissa Davis & Christopher Varas
Isabelle & Jan De wulf
Eunice Badiable & Quyren Duong 
Véronique Dussud
Elizabeth Sholander & Fabián 

Esparza-Villalba
Rosa Gabriele & Francesco Faggioli 
Cassi & Tommy Farrow
Erin Fernandez Mommer & Jesús Fernandez
Mary & Dick Foley
Carole Lecerf & Benoit Fouillet
Julie Johnson & Curt Fuhlman 
Emilie Gillet
Raúl González*
Fred Granados
Bridgette Greenhaw
Martin Greenhaw
Barbara & Jon Greiner*
Christine & Jeff Hancock
Clay Blankenship & Rob Harrahill
Wendy & Ryan Hartman
Laura & Kenik Hassel
Beatriz Palacio & Humberto Hernandez
Maribel Carrillo Valdes & Raul Herrera 

Rodriguez
Shelly & Paul Irvine
Tanya & Vinit Jain
Traci & Steve Jensen*

Richelle & Mpitulo Kala-Lufulwabo
Victoria & Howard Kroehl
Cheryl Sasso-Labbé & Matthieu Labbé
Diana & Philip Lafornara
Pauline & Matthieu Lamy
Juliette & Sebastien Lebreton
Emma & Angus Leeming*
Angelica & Erick Lerma
In Loving Memory of Shino (François 

Magne)
Maison de France*
Wendy New & Chip Malin
Deborah & Thomas Marquardt*
Sandra Medlege
Marco Micalizzi
Ophélie Minnigerode
Emily & Keir Moreano*
Theresa & Scott Mosier*
Leigh & Geoffrey Nelson
Katherine Lynch & Mike Palmer
Anny & Alan Patrick
Nicolas Payette
Raina Tammets & Pravin Pillai* 
Haley & Nathan Plesnicher
Jennifer & Philippe Poutonnet
Halllie & Zach Pritchett
Brittany & Charles Pulliam
Nadia Kiyani & Mansoor Qureshi
Marialuisa Richeri & Edouard Robine
Kristen & Loïc Roger
Shauna Forster & Andrew Royes
Rohila Sabkat & Matthew Behrens
Kimberly & Jed Santiago*
Aïcha Sayoud
Valerie Sornette & Glenn Gregory*
George Spix*
Laura & Yvan Tabellion
Justine Modot & Jade-Alain Traboulsi
Heather & Nicolas Trescases
Sabet & Dan Vallejo*
Axelle & Quentin Vincent
Carol & Harry Walker
Erin Brust & Matthew Weger
Kim & Brad Weitz
Wendy & Dave Wilson
Kelley & Robert Wlodarczyk
Deba Wenger & Scott Wonder

*Denotes our major donors

A Note of Deep 
Appreciation to 
Founders George 
Spix and Brian Ball

We would like to express our 
deep appreciation to Founders 
George Spix and Brian Ball for 
their incredible $65,500 gift to our 
school. Their generosity and kind 
words inspired our community and 
prompted others to generously 
contribute at our Gala to our 2019 
Fund-A-Need: Optimal Spaces 
for Learning Phase 2. We truly 
appreciate their support. Thanks 
to the leadership of George Spix 
and Brian Ball, and the challenge 
they set forth at our Gala, the FISW 
community was able to meet our 
2019 Fund-A-Need goal and create 
wonderful learning spaces tailored 
to our students’ needs.
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Portrait of an FISW Volunteer

Traci and Steve Jensen

Why did you decide to get involved as an FISW volunteer?   

We wanted to be as involved as possible at FISW for a number of reasons: 
primarily to show our daughter that her education is important to us, but 
also to show our commitment to the school.

You were actively involved in many roles from croissant sales 
to co-chairing the Annual Giving campaign. What is a favorite 
memory from your time volunteering at FISW? 

At the top of the list is working the croissants – I love seeing all the kids 

come into school in the morning 
with their backpacks, happy to 
start their day – and to get a 
croissant of course! It was also 
helpful for me to see the teachers 
as they come into school, it made 
me feel more connected to the 
school. We also volunteered by 
covering library books. This was 
particularly good for me as a 
working parent, because I could 
do this with my daughter and at 
night after the day settles.

You took on many roles jointly. 
What did you enjoy about 
volunteering as a duo  

We like anything that we can do 
as a family or as a duo. We would 
also use these opportunities for 
“date time” since alone time is 
few and far between.

As a recent alumni family 
(congratulations, Ava!), do you 
plan to remain involved with 
FISW? What opportunities do 
you hope to see for alumni 
families? 

When we return to school in 
person, Ava and Steve look 
forward to stopping by FISW 
on Friday mornings to purchase 
croissants – we miss those a lot! 
We would love to stay in touch, 
particularly if FISW considers 
opening a middle school or even a 
high school. Our daughter would 
like to volunteer for the Gala when 
that returns.
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Beatriz Palacio

Why did you decide to get 
involved as an FISW volunteer?   

I decided to get involved as an 
FISW volunteer because I wanted 
to spend more time with my 
daughter, Helena. I do not speak 
fluent French, so I decided to 
look for opportunities to be in 
contact with the school, see my 
daughter, and be helpful to the 
school community. I look back, and 
it was the best decision. Reading 
the Monday Announcements, the 
first opportunity I saw was to help 
organize the school Gala, which 
back then was in the fall. I did not 
have an idea of what a Gala was, 
but walking into the art room, 
I found a great community and 
fortunately many friends that I will 
keep forever. I learned so much 
from them, and they helped me 
grow as a volunteer. As a family, 
we found a community that has 
been a great support for Helena’s 
education. Volunteering gave us 
the opportunity to know more 
children and be able to connect with 
other families and create a circle of 
friends. Also, being at school allows 
you to get to know the teachers 
and staff, to show our support as 
parents, and best of all to have fun. 

You were actively involved 
in many roles from Gala 
Decoration Chair to PTA 
President. What is a favorite 
memory from your time 
volunteering at FISW? 

My favorite memory as a volunteer 
was seeing the kids’ faces when 

they entered a room and liked the transformation. I especially enjoyed 
decorating for the school’s Book Fair, which included a countdown at the 
entrance. Getting the kids excited to participate and read was a great 
motivation. The look in the kids’ eyes as they entered an Enchanted Forest 
or a Polar Adventure is something I will keep in my heart.

You were known for your amazing handmade decorations and 
theme creations that made every FISW event feel like a very special 
occasion. What was your favorite event you decorated?  

I especially enjoyed decorating the gym for the School Dance because it 
was one of my daughter’s favorite school events. Every year she looked 
forward to the dance, because she loves to dance, especially with her 
classmates and friends. We did not miss a single one! Thinking about a 
theme, the logistics, and the decorations was always thrilling. We always 
stayed longer than scheduled because the kids enjoy the music and love 
to dance. The best thing was that the whole school could participate and 
have fun, from the tiny petits, all the way to the fifth graders.

As a recent alumni family (congratulations, Helena!), do you plan to 
remain involved with FISW? What opportunities do you hope to see 
for alumni families? 

As a family we are very nostalgic about leaving FISW. We enjoyed our 6 
years at the school, especially the community we found. We will miss the 
teachers, staff, and families. We treasure many friends, and we are sure 
we will continue to participate with the FISW community. We are looking 
forward to participating in the school’s Gala. Helena can’t wait to be a part 
of it, and hopefully there will be other opportunities, maybe an Alumni 
Dance or something for the library. It is important to keep the kids and 
families connected. We want to continue giving back to the school that 
has given so much to our family.

Portrait of a Volunteer
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Wendy Wilson

Why did you decide to get involved as an FISW volunteer?  

I decided to volunteer at FISW to get to know the staff and the parent 
community at the school. Volunteering was a great way to do that, and I 
quickly got to know parents from more than just my daughters’ classes. 
It turned out to be a really fun experience, and I loved working with the 
other parents to help the school and to build school community. 

You were involved in many roles including PTA Co-President. What 
is a favorite memory from your time volunteering at FISW? 

My favorite memories are when I was able to chaperone field trips, because 
I could see how excited the kids were to venture out for the day to a new 
place. I was able to witness their excitement for building on their lessons 
with hands on learning. I was fascinated when I chaperoned a field trip to 
the Seattle Art Museum with my daughter’s kindergarten class, because the 
students were so respectful and engaged in learning about the art. At the 
time they seemed so small to go to an art museum, but the curriculum at 
FISW incorporates art education from a very young age and they loved to see 
the works in person from the French artists they had learned about at school.

You have been a very active FISW family for many years and have 
a seen the school grow and change in many ways. What is one 
positive change you’ve seen during your time at FISW? What is one 
thing you hope will never change? 

I personally love that FISW began incorporating more technology in the 
classrooms and getting the kids familiar with using technology. Now all 

of the elementary classrooms 
have smartboards, and the 
students became familiar with the 
Office suite even before distance 
learning began. While I do feel 
that it is ideal to limit screen time 
in elementary school, having 
familiarity with technology is 
immensely helpful as they gear up 
for middle school.

The one thing I hope will never 
change is the fierce commitment to 
the students that has been part of 
the culture at FISW throughout our 
time here. Barbara is always there 
for the students, making a point 
to have positive interactions with 
them and greeting every student 
by name from the very start of 
the school year. The entire staff 
are approachable and make the 
students feel safe and well cared 
for which I think is a huge reason 
why my daughters were excited to 
go to school every day and even on 
weekends for social events.

As a recent now double-alumni 
family (congratulations, Ivy! 
and hello, Isabel!), do you plan 
to remain involved with FISW? 
What opportunities do you 
hope to see for alumni families?

We spent over a decade at FISW, so 
I’m not sure how we could possibly 
stay away now. Fortunately, with 
the new middle school continuing 
French program, we will still be 
connected to the school. I would 
love for there to be regular alumni 
events for the kids, so that they 
can stay connected with their 
classmates who are going to 
different schools for middle school.

Portrait of a Volunteer
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Inside FISW E-Learning
When it became clear that schools were about to close in our area, we 
thought carefully about the best way we could support our students 
and continue to provide an excellent bilingual education in a welcoming 
environment that encourages critical thinking and curiosity. With this 
mission as our compass, we worked to find the best possible environment 
for our online learning so our students could receive a valuable education, 
and our teachers could continue fostering critical thinking and curiosity in 
this new virtual space.

For us, this environment is Microsoft Teams, which allows us to structure 
our “virtual school” by class. On Microsoft Teams, our students and their 
teachers meet in video conference, share resources, work on a document 
together, find their assignments and grades, organize and share their 
content in their Class Notebook on OneNote, and find other apps or links.

We strove to replicate as closely 
as we could the school day our 
students usually have when they 
are in class on campus. For this 
reason, our students have three 
different settings every day in 
their online learning: E-Class, 
E-Office, and Autonomous Work, 
as well as Shared Oral Language 
in small groups.

When at school, a student 
experiences these different settings 
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as well. Sometimes, the teacher is presenting a concept, teaching a lesson, 
explaining a procedure. The students are listening, watching, reacting, 
discussing, and working in groups. That is what happens in e-class when 
the teachers are videoconferencing with their students.

Sometimes, the students are working on applying a concept, using a 
procedure in various assignments, or preparing a presentation. In the 
physical classroom, the teacher would be circulating, helping a student or 
a small group of students, and answering questions. That is what happens 
during our e-office time. Teachers are available to answer questions, 
redirect the students in their work, or differentiate learning with small 
groups of students in rotation.

Inside FISW E-Learning

Finally, there is the autonomous 
work. As in a classroom, students 
have times when they work on 
their own. This is an important 
moment for students to become 
independent, to learn problem 
solving, and to take ownership of 
their learning.

Before going 100% online, the 
teachers prepared three days 
of autonomous work for their 
students so they could review 
what had been taught while the 
teachers learned about Microsoft 
Teams, OneNote, and other apps, 
online platforms, and websites to 
maximize online learning. After 
those three days of training and 
collaborative work, the teachers 
were online with their students.

Our educational team has done 
an incredible job providing an 
excellent online education and 
supporting our students during an 
unexpected and unprecedented 
transition. We are so impressed 
with the adaptability and 
resilience of all of the children 
and adults in our community. Our 
teachers and students acquired 
a new set of skills that will be an 
asset in their future.

We are very thankful for our 
educational team and for our 
wonderful community.
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At FISW, whatever happens, wherever we 
are, we love teaching, we love learning.
We hope you enjoy a glimpse into e-learning in each cycle:

Inside FISW E-Learning

Inside Kindergarten Distance Learning during the  
2020 Stay at Home Order

YouTube ›

On our blog ›

Learn more about distance learning with our Kindergarten teachers during the 2020 stay at home order 
while the FISW campus was closed for the remainder of the 2019-2020 school year.

Teachers: Patrice Collet and Julie Helaine
Music: purple-planet.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jWnCzZz4og
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jWnCzZz4og
https://www.fisw.org/post/the-remote-learning-with-our-kindergarten-teachers-during-the-stay-at-home-order-in-2020
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Inside FISW E-Learning

Inside E-Learning with our French Curriculum Coordinator 
and Second Grade Teacher

YouTube ›

On our blog ›

Join us for a great tour of the E-Learning program with our FISW French Curriculum Coordinator and 
2nd Grade French Teacher. Teaching online is not something you learn at school, and it is pretty amazing 
to watch what our teachers have implemented to make sure that all students from preschool to 5th 
grade continue to learn.

Teacher: Sarah Delandre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDAGKZb0RQM
https://www.fisw.org/post/tour-of-the-e-learning-program-with-our-french-curriculum-coordinator-and-2nd-grade-teacher
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDAGKZb0RQM
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Inside FISW E-Learning

Building Global Community During the Stay at Home Orders 
with our Fifth Grade Class

YouTube ›

Mylène, the Fifth Grade French Teacher was the instigator of a fantastic project, which includes spoken 
French, geography, and especially a social and cultural dimension. This project brings together several 
schools from around the world that are part of the Mission laïque française (MLF) network.

• Students created videos to introduce themselves and show how and where they work.

• They also added a cultural dimension specific to the region in which they live.

Visitors can find the videos and audio recordings on the map and respond with a short comment. A 
means of dreaming, communicating, and continuing to travel during this time of confinement.

Teacher: Mylène Ardid

Project ›

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTF-Gk63yO4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTF-Gk63yO4
https://padlet.com/mylene_ardid/vujzbdqke545632l
https://padlet.com/mylene_ardid/vujzbdqke545632l
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Congratulations, Fifth Grade Graduates!
Congratulations to our Fifth Grade Graduates! We were so impressed by the resilience and poise you 
displayed as you ended the year in such an unusual way. Family and friends were thrilled to celebrate your 
accomplishments with a virtual graduation ceremony and car parade. Unforgettable for us all! We are so proud 
of your accomplishments and wish you the best at Middle School. Please keep in touch as FISW Alumni!
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